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Abstract

This chapter focuses on development and fundraising in institutions of higher education. Key topics range from establishing fundraising goals to designing and managing annual and capital campaigns.
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Chapter Outline

1. Introduction
2. Staffing a Development Office
3. The Database and Prospect Research
4. Developing the Case for Support
5. Prospect Rating and Aligning Donor and University Interests
6. The Role of Presidents, Vice Presidents, Academic Deans, and Volunteers in Fundraising
7. The Solicitation Meeting
8. Four Phases of a Major Gifts or Capital Campaign
9. Conclusion
Philanthropic support for colleges and universities has become critical during economic uncertainties and declines. In an era of regular uncertainty due to the pandemic along with declining enrollments, advancement divisions have moved from the fringes of the institution to in many instances a central role in its administration.
Advancement Services Components

- Database and research staff
- Corporate and foundation staff
- Planned-giving staff with specialized knowledge in gift strategies
- Annual-giving staff
- Gift-processing and accounting staff
Linkage, Ability, and Interest Method

The following are the most commonly identified forms of prospect research.

- Electronic Screening
- In-House Review of Data
- Peer Evaluations
Prospect Rating and Aligning Donor and University Interests

1) a prospect’s interest in or affinity for a college or university

2) the level of interest or affinity

3) the ability of a prospect to make a gift

4) the area or project in which the prospect is most interested.
The Solicitation Meeting

Small Talk (Everyone)

Purpose of the Meeting (Development Officer)

The Case for Support (President, Dean)

Donor Responds

Solicitation Team is SILENT

The Ask (Development Officer)

Solicitation Team Responds to Donor Questions

Ask Donor to Sign Agreement/Pledge Card (Development Officer)

Schedule a Follow-Up Visit (Development Officer)
Phases of a Capital Campaign

Planning Phase → Leadership Phase → Public Phase

Campus Celebration of Reaching Your Goal → Follow-up Phase
Discussion Prompts
Discussion Prompts

1. Describe some of the more creative fundraising efforts you’ve seen colleges and universities employ. Which worked well? Did some campaigns flop? If so, what are some ways they could have improved their chance of success?

2. Donors at all levels want to be more engaged (rather than just right a check). They want to know that their money was meaningfully used. What are ways in which you and your department could engage potential donors, thus collaborating with the foundation office?

3. Name five characteristics of a successful development officer. What skills does a person need to have (or cultivate) to become an exceptional fundraiser?
Discussion Prompts

4. What information would you seek as you are learning about a potential donor for your college/university? What do you think would be helpful to you as you court their investment? Is there any information that you think should be off-limits in this effort?

5. What kind of fundraising effort makes the most sense to you – gathering small donations from a large number of stakeholders or focusing on large donations from just a few? If you had to engage in one of these efforts yourself, which would you find more challenging and why?

6. The pandemic highlighted the challenges of heavy dependence on philanthropy for institutional survival. What changes do you think development offices have made to ensure that a similar catastrophic event won’t dramatically impact the institution?
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